
solar tides, like Earth tides have accomplished on the Moon.
Shortly after the Arecibo telescope started bouncing radar signals
off solar system bodies, Mercury was revealed to be trapped in a
spin period of 58.65 days, exactly two-thirds of its orbital period,
and the fun of explaining that odd dynamical configuration began. 

A major refinement of the antenna's reflecting surface in 1974
enabled observations of hydrogen, the most abundant element in
the universe, and these observations informed us about the spatial
clumping and velocity distributions of nearby and distant galaxies.
The installation in 1997 of the Gregorian reflector and improved
shielding of the antenna have permitted observations that have
yielded a better understanding of the large-scale structure of the
universe, thereby stimulating cosmological studies. A powerful
radar transmitter, built at the same time, is "imaging" the bizarre
morphologies of many near-Earth asteroids as they slip past Earth.

With such history as prologue,
radio astronomers eagerly await the
availability, in 2005, of the ALFA
(Arecibo L-band Feed Array) where
signals from seven areas on the sky
are monitored by fourteen receivers
simultaneously and processed all at
once. This instrument will be able
to survey more of the sky more 

rapidly and at higher sensitivities than has been possible heretofore.
Pulsars will be discovered much faster and will be detectable at
greater distances. Several molecular species can be sought at once
in the more distant reaches of the universe. 

The observatory's success in pushing instrumentation and data 
processing has put it forward to be the U.S. leader, under Cornell
Professor James Cordes, in the technology development for the
SKA (Square Kilometer Array, an international project to build, by
far, the world's largest radio detector). In another research area,
Arecibo will study the development of FASR (Frequency Agile Solar
Radiotelescope, an observatory to study the Sun at high resolution).
So, we have good reason to believe that Arecibo will continue to
provide the foundation for further revelations about the universe,
near and far.

It is an awesome sight, when, upon
turning a bend in a winding, wavy
paved road, one first glimpses the
"giant eye in the jungle." This giant
eye—a dish antenna 1,000 feet
across, set in a natural sinkhole in
the rough karst terrain—has become
an iconic structure of technology,
having won significant design prizes

from the professional societies for mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering, and currently under consideration by civil engineering.
It is emblematic of humankind's quest for extraterrestrial intelligence
in film, but also in reality. 

The Arecibo Observatory, the world's largest and most sensitive
radio/radar telescope, was built, starting in 1960, in an astonishingly
brief time. Only five years elapsed between the time Bill Gordon,
then a Cornell professor of electrical engineering, conceived the idea
and the telescope's operation. This remarkable facility emerged
from an unusual cooperation among federal funding agencies, local
government, industry, and Cornell University. 

Constructed under the aegis of DARPA (U.S. Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency), Arecibo Observatory was originally
financed by the U.S. Air Force Office of Sponsored Research. Since
the late 1960s, the Arecibo Observatory has been supported by the
NSF (National Science Foundation). At present, two NSF divisions—
Astronomy and Atmospheric Sciences—contribute funding. Cornell
administers the Arecibo Observatory through the NAIC (National
Astronomy and Ionosphere Center), currently the only FFRDC 
(federally funded research and development center) that Cornell
manages.

In Cosmic Discoveries (Basic Books, 1981; see also Physics Today,
November 2003, pp. 38–43), Martin Harwit, professor emeritus in
astronomy at Cornell, contends that astronomical discoveries are
inevitable whenever new technologies open up wavelength
regimes or improve instrument sensitivities significantly. Arecibo's
history testifies to the validity of this viewpoint. For example, prior
to the mid-1960s, our astronomical understanding was that the
planet Mercury's spin period was equal to its orbital period so that
one side of Mercury always faced the sun, having been slowed by

Aiming for the Sky, Arecibo Brings New Instruments, 
New Directions, New Leaders, and New Discoveries into Focus 
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This remarkable facility emerged from an unusual cooperation

among federal funding agencies, local government, industry,

and Cornell University.



Daniel Altschuler and José Alonzo, the observatory has led educa-
tional outreach and has become a role model for the NSF's effort to
teach the public about how science is done. Puerto Rico's Secretary
of Education has declared that it is among the most important
classrooms on the island for teachers and students alike.

Arecibo has new leadership. After nearly a decade, Paul Goldsmith—
under whose watch the innovative Gregorian receiver was installed,
with invaluable help from Donald Campbell, and ALFA's development
began—has returned to teaching and research. Robert Brown, with
vast experience at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in
West Virginia and one of the principal developers of the Atacama
Large Millimeter Array, is now leading the future Arecibo effort as
director of NAIC, along with Sixto González as observatory director,
and Daniel Altschuler as public outreach director (following the
publication of his well-received book, Children of the Stars). New
instruments, new directions, new leaders, and new discoveries—
the future is bright.

Joseph A. Burns
Vice Provost for Physical Sciences and Engineering

This issue of Connecting with Cornell highlights some of the
research in galactic and extragalactic astronomy currently pursued
at Arecibo by Cornell faculty and students. Yervant Terzian probes
the properties of interstellar gas clouds and gaseous nebulae that are
illuminated by the brightest stars. James Cordes longs to identify
exotic binary pulsars of neutron stars orbiting black holes. Martha
Haynes and Riccardo Giovanelli seek dark matter galaxies that are
not apparent in visible light, while Paul Goldsmith probes the
workings of interstellar chemistry. Meanwhile, Donald Campbell
studies radar reflections from the surfaces of closer quarries: the
Moon and nearby terrestrial planets as well as comets and asteroids.
Philip Nicholson follows Saturn's rings. Michael Kelley and Donald
Farley, electrical engineering professors, send radar pulses to sense
the chemistry and dynamics of Earth's upper atmosphere and 
ionosphere. The efforts by Cornell faculty complement the activities
of talented resident staff members, who carry out research in similar
areas while simultaneously supporting outside observers and 
maintaining the facility's technology.

Arecibo Observatory represents the manner in which some of the
best science is done at Cornell today, as it has for decades.
Scientists, engineers, and skilled craftspeople play interlinking, vital
roles in building extremely complex and capable instruments. The
Arecibo facility, when built, was highly innovative. It still is. But
nowadays the focus is on designing sensitive receivers and developing
sophisticated signal-processing algorithms. 

Education at all levels is closely coupled to the observatory's opera-
tion. This includes Cornell and other university graduate students
who base their dissertations on radio and radar data; REUs (the
NSF's Research Experience for Undergraduates program) and even
a few island high school students having their first experiences
with exploring the unknown; and local kids squirting out of the
hands of parents, as they rush from display to display in the
Fundacion Angel Ramos science museum. Under the guidance of
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Today, the focus is on designing sensitive

receivers and developing sophisticated 

signal-processing algorithms. 

The "giant eye in the jungle" 

has become an iconic structure 
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